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Job Title  

 
Post-doctoral fellowship on coastal calcareous cliff erosion  
 

 

 
Main Research Field  

  
 Environment and Geosciences (ENV)  

 

 
Sub Research Field 
 

 
 Geomorphology, geography  

 

 
Key words  
 

 
Coastal cliff, erosion monitoring, processes responsible for erosion, erosion hazard  

 

 
Job Description  

 

Context: The retreat rates, the modalities of erosion (frequency, intensity, and spatial 
distribution), and the cliff profile depend on the morpho-structural conditions and the 
efficacy of marine and subaerial agents and processes (Emery and Kuhn, 1982). 
Improving understanding of erosion is necessary because coastal cliff dynamics are 
inherently non-linear. Nothing happens for several months/years/decades and suddenly 
a fall can occur and may cause fatalities and damage to infrastructure close to cliff line. 
One of the challenges in research is to foresee coastal evolution to ensure the adaptation 
of coastal communities, but also to determine the impacts of climate change on the 
dynamics (which coastline for tomorrow?). Research contributions into the dynamics of 
rocky coasts in recent years allow for a better understanding of retreat rates in a variety 
of locations worldwide (Bezore et al., 2016; Sajinkumar et al., 2017; Young, 2018), the 
identification of factors responsible for erosion (for a review, Kennedy et al., 2014) and 
of some precursor signs before failure (Rosser et al., 2007). However, knowledge of the 
respective contributions of triggering factors responsible for erosion are still difficult to 
determine (Naylor et al., 2010; Kuhn and Prüfer, 2014 ; Letortu et al., 2015) even though 
some research has been successful in prioritizing factors (e.g. Bernatchez et al., 2011). In 
order to better discriminate the precise role of triggering factors, the simultaneous study 
of cliffs in different environments but with the same lithology could highly improve our 
understanding. Thanks to the development of new instruments, which are low-cost and 
remotely controlled, and thanks to experience acquired in last research programs (CNES 
EROFALITT, F3 post-doc fellowship, ANR RICOCHET), the monitoring with a unique 
protocol in different places is currently possible.  

 

The Marie-Curie fellowship will be part of a dynamic research project on cliff coasts 
within the research unit LETG (Coast, Environment, Remote Sensing and Geomatics) at 
University of Western Brittany (UBO) in Brest (France) (Pauline Letortu, Stéphane Costa, 
Alain Hénaff...) and University of Quebec in Rimouski (UQAR, Canada) (Guillaume Marie, 
Pascal Bernatchez…). In the post-doctoral fellowship, the objectives are to study the 
evolution of calcareous cliffs by:  

 

1) performing a diachronic analysis of retreat rates from aerial photographs;  

 

2) setting up a relatively simple instrumentation (weather station, video monitoring…) 
for 6 months to monitor the dynamics of cliffs on several international sites with 
different climates and marine conditions;   
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3) analyzing data to better understand the respective role of agents and processes 
responsible for triggering falls in order to answer societal questions in a context of 
climate change;  

 
4) federating an international cliff research team. 

 

The post-doctoral fellow, who will combine field work/laboratory work/valorisation 
will benefit from the logistical, technical, financial and human supports of the local 
teams. A minimum of two calcareous cliff sites shall be considered, including Normandy 
(France) and Anticosti (Quebec, Canada). The fellow can add another calcareous site, 
e.g. along Mediterranean or Baltic coasts. Relevant approaches to cliff instrumentation 
would include a minima: 

 

1) a topographic monitoring using terrestrial photogrammetry or 3D restitution using 
satellite images with inframetric resolution (e.g. Pléiades imagery);  

 

2) a fracturing monitoring of cliff face using crackmeters; 

 

3) a monitoring of marine conditions and cliff falls thanks to a video camera, wave 
gauges, and a broadband seismometer; 

 

4) a meteorological monitoring thanks to a weather station located at the cliff top and 
temperature sensors on the cliff face.  

 
 
Supervisor 

  
Pauline Letortu (PhD in 2013) has been a tenured lecturer at UBO and a member of the 
LETG lab at the European Institute for Marine Studies (IUEM) for the past four years. She 
specializes in coastal geomorphology. Her research topics focus on:  
 

 the determination of retreat rates;  
 a better knowledge of the respective roles of marine and continental agents and 

processes in triggering coastal cliff falls;  
 developing reliable, homogeneous and sustainable monitoring methods for this 

type of environment; 
 the crossing of coastal hazards and the stakes involved in societal questions on 

coastal risks.  
 
She has written or collaborated on 20 peer review articles, 12 as the first author. She 
represents the "rock and cliff coast environment" French group in the SNO DYNALIT 
network (https://www.dynalit.fr). She has obtained over 300k€ of financial support 
(responsible for Brest team in ANR RICOCHET, CNES project supervisor, and regional 
funding for post-doctoral position and instrumentation). 
 
 She is representing the LETG lab in 1 of the 5 research themes of the “Interdisciplinary 
graduate School for the blue planet” (ISblue, www.isblue.fr). ISblue gathers most of the 
forces in marine science and technology in West and South Brittany (France), belonging 
to universities (UBO, UBS), national research organisms (CNRS, Ifremer, IRD), 
engineering schools (IMT-Atlantique, ENSTA Bretagne, ENIB) and the French naval 
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academy. She has supervised an international fellowship (fellow from Germany) and 
works/has worked with international researchers from Canada, Switzerland, USA, 
Portugal, UK, Spain and conducting research in diverse disciplines (geology, 
environmental psychology…).  

 

For further information, please visit the Researchgate profile of Pauline Letortu 

 

Relevant references  

 
Letortu P., Jaud M., Théry C., Nabucet J., Taouki R., Passot S., Augereau E. The potential 
of Pléiades images with high angle of incidence for reconstructing the coastal cliff face 
in Normandy (France). International journal of applied earth observation and 
geoinformation, 84.   
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jag.2019.101976 

 
Letortu, P., Costa, S., Maquaire, O., Davidson, R., 2019. Marine and subaerial controls of 
Coastal chalk cliff erosion in Normandy (France) based on a 7-year laser scanner 
monitoring. Geomorphology 335, 76-91. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2019.03.005  
 
Letortu, P., Costa, S., Cador, J.-M., Coinaud, C., Cantat, O., 2015. Statistical and empirical 
analyses of the triggers of coastal chalk cliff failure. Earth Surf. Process. Landf. 40, 1371–
1386. https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.3741  

 

 
 
Department 
/Research

 

  
LETG (Coast, Environment, Remote Sensing and Geomatic) is a joint research unit 
created in 1996 by CNRS (French National Centre for Scientific Research) to bring 
together research conducted in geography within 6 university sites (Nantes, Brest, 
Rennes, Caen, Angers, Dinard). Since its creation, the laboratory has engaged in an 
increasingly effective process of scientific integration in order to better organize its 
members to meet the scientific objectives determined by national and international 
priorities in its field of investigation.  
 
The unit has specialised its research field into the geography of the environment. Thanks 
to its expertise in human geography, physical geography and geomatics, LETG scientific 
program pursues the objective of contributing to knowledge about nature/society 
interactions through a modeling and integrating approach that is located at the 
geographical interfaces between land, sea and atmosphere.  
 
During the successive contracts, scientific results were acquired on different issues 
entering this vast field thanks to a spatial and temporal approach. The mastery of 
geographical methods and tools, strongly impacted by the "digital shift" initiated by our 
societies in the 1990s, as well as field expertise acquired over many years in different 
environments, have made it possible to integrate several research groups and actively 
participate in the gradual implementation of a broad and multifaceted interdisciplinary 
approach involving not only other disciplines in the Humanities and Social Sciences, but 
also the Sciences of the Universe, Life Sciences, and Information and Communication 
Sciences.  

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Pauline_Letortu
https://doi.org/10.1002/esp.3741
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LETG research unit is part of the European University Institute for Marine Studies 
(IUEM). IUEM is a multidisciplinary institute in the field of marine and coastal sciences, 
dedicated to three missions: research, training and observation. Besides the LETG 
research unit, IUEM gathers scientists from a vast array of research backgrounds in 6 
other research units, ranging from marine biology and ocean physics up to maritime law 
and economics. IUEM belongs to the University of Brest (UBO). In the ARWU World 
University Rankings 2019 (the "Shanghai" ranking), IUEM occupies the 12th place 
worldwide research organizations in oceanography, making UBO the third university in 
the European Union and the first French university in this field.  
 
For further information, please visit the website of and the video presentation of 
IUEM  
 

 
Suggestion for 
secondments 

  
The Marie-Curie fellow shall work in strong collaboration with Guillaume Marie, 
Professor in Geography at the Université du Québec à Rimouski (UQAR), Canada. For 
further information please visit the website of UQAR 
 

 
Skills Requirements 
 

 
Skill specific requirements:  

 Geomorphology 
 Photogrammetry 
 Remote sensing 
 Instrumentation 

 
Software knowledge requirements:  

 Photoscan, Micmac, R, QGIS or ArcGIS, Matlab  
 
Required Languages:  

 Good command of French and/or English  
 
Publications:  

 at least 1 per year since the PhD in 1st author  
 

 

https://www-iuem.univ-brest.fr/?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDZKKt3y0oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDZKKt3y0oI
https://www.uqar.ca/a-propos/langues/english/university/choosing-uqar

